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clothiers, it was said, had not the tenth part of their wool
growing in their county, " but must go fifty or a hundred
miles to buy their wool " x. The wool staplers thus spared
the clothier the necessity of going about the country to
collect his wool, and so effected a great economy of time
and expense. Moreover the wool grower could not afford
to await the clothier's convenience, selling the wool in small
quantities and allowing long credit ; and the * wool chap-
men * were able to take his stock off his hands in large parcels2.
On his part the poorer clothier had not the means to lay
in a large supply of wool. He was obliged to " borrow the
most part of it at the market " from the wool dealers, and
after selling his cloth for ready money " come to the wool
market and pay the old debt and borrow more ". "Of this
sort ", we are told, " there are great store that live well and
grow rich and set thousands on work ; they cannot miss
[dispense with] the wool chapman, for if they do they must
presently put off all their workfolk and become servants to
the rich clothier for 4d. or 6d. a day, which is a poor living"3.
The staplers also enabled the clothier to buy his wool
ready sorted 4. A single fleece often contained several sorts
of wool—even as many as eight or ten5; and it was the
business of the staplers to sort out the different species to
suit each kind of cloth6. This made it possible for a clothier
to buy the exact quantity and quality required, and
relieved him of the obligation to purchase a whole fleece
of which certain parts might be useless to him. Hence the
buying and sorting of wool became a specialized function,
the importance of which is shown in the statement that " the
perfect and principal ground of cloth-making is the true
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